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Remarks: 
Every competitor is expected to be familiar with these competition rules. 

1. Conditions of Participation 

1.1 The organizer determines the conditions of participation for the respective 

competition. As a rule, competitors older than the age of 18 are admitted. 

Under certain circumstances, the tournament management can admit fighters 

from the age of 16. They have to show written parental consent on the day of 

the tournament. 

 

1.2 Registration – The registration has to arrive on time and in complete state. For 

this purpose, the participant document has to be filled out and the disclaimer 

and data protection declaration have to be signed. Any entry fee has to be 

paid. 

 

1.3 Physically fit - The person has to be able to withstand the physical exertion 

without endangering his/her own health. In the event of disabilities, visible 

injuries, obvious illness, etc., the tournament management may request a 

medical certificate or the signing of a waiver or declaration of no objection. It is 

up to the tournament director to ban the person on participating in the 

tournament. 

 

1.4 Not under the influence of drugs or alcohol or performance-enhancing 

substances (doping) - The individual isn’t allowed to be under the influence of 

drugs, alcohol or doping during the tournament. If a person appears under the 

influence of the mentioned means, the tournament management can refuse 

the person's participation or exclude the person immediately from the 

tournament / expel him from the tournament grounds. 

 

1.5 Appropriate Equipment - The individual has to use appropriate equipment as 

defined in the system of rules. The equipment will be approved by the 

tournament management before the start of the tournament. If a competitor 

shows up to a fight with insufficient protective equipment, the fighter may be 

refused to enter. The fight will then automatically be decided/scored in favour 

of the opponent of the eliminated fighter. 

 

1.6 Knowledge of tournament rules - The individual has to know and understand 

the tournament rules used. 

2. Competition system 

2.1 Pool Phase / Preliminary Matches 

 

In the pool phase, the qualification for the direct elimination is fought. A group / 

pool usually consists of 4 up to a maximum of 7 competitors. All competitors of 

the corresponding group have to compete against each other once. The first 

and second place winners in each group move on to the direct elimination. 

Under certain circumstances, the tournament management can decide that 

third-placed competitors can also advance. In this case, the person to move 

on will be decided by the hit ratio of the respective third-placed competitors.  
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If two or more third-placed competitors have the same ratio of hits / doubles, 

the lot decides. 

 

2.2 Direct Elimination (K.O. System) 

 

The winners of the direct eliminations advance one round. In the small final, the 

two losers of the semifinals fight for third place. 

3. Competition Area / Ring 

3.1 The competition area is square with a side length of 6 meters. The area is 

delimited by a marking on the ground. 

 

3.2 A floor marking in the respective corners (red / blue) indicates the starting 

points of the respective fighters. 

4. Battle Duration / Preparation 

4.1 The fighters have to line up next to the fighting area 5 minutes before the start 

of the fight.  

 

4.2 A fight lasts 3 minutes / up to 10 points. The fighter who reaches 10 points first 

wins, even if the 3 minutes are not over. 

 

4.3 If there is a tie after three minutes, there will be another minute of fighting. The 

extra round ends immediately once a fighter scores a valid hit. 

 

4.4 If there is another tie after the additional round / one minute, the fight in the 

pool phase is considered a tie, in the direct elimination the fight continues until 

one of the fighters scores a valid hit. 

5. Combat Procedure 

5.1 The pairing for the next bout is called. 

 

5.2 The fencers line up ready to fight within 2 minutes. 

 

5.3 The referee inspects the protective equipment and the approval of the 

weapon. 

 

5.4 The fencers greet their opponent and the referee / line judge. 

 

5.5 The fencers take up their positions at the assigned floor markings. 

 

5.6 The referee questions the line judges and timekeepers with "Judges Ready?". 

 

5.7 The referee questions the fighters with "Fighters Ready?". 

 

5.8 The referee gives the command "Salute!". 

 

5.9 The referee gives the command "Fight!". The fight time is started. 
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5.10 The fencers try to score a valid hit. If a valid hit is scored or the referee has to 

intervene, the bout is interrupted with the command: "Stop!". If necessary, the 

fighting time is paused by the additional command "Time!". 

 

5.11 The next round of combat is initiated with the command: "Fight!”. 

 

5.12 If a criterion for the end of the fight (point, time or other) is reached, the referee 

interrupts the fight with the command: "Stop! End of Fight!" and announces the 

result. 

 

5.13 The fencers greet each other and the referee and then leave the competition 

area. 

If a fencer suffers an injury, he is entitled to demand a break of 10 minutes in total (can 

be divided). The fencing will be interrupted or postponed for this time and continued 

after the break. 

If a fencer voluntarily does not line up for the fencing for understandable personal 

reasons, the fencing will be evaluated for the opponent as a victory without a counter-

hit. If there is e.g. animosity towards the opponent, the fencer can be disqualified from 

the competition. 

6. Tournament-Weapons 

6.1 The tournament weapons / fencing feders for the elimination rounds will be 

provided by the “Säbelrassler” Association. These are the standard tournament 

fencing feder of the blacksmith Regenyei. The use of these feders is obligatory 

for the fighters. 

 

6.2 The fencing feders must be safe at all times. The referees inspect the weapons 

before each fight. If the fighters notice any damage to their weapon / their 

opponent's weapon, the fight has to be stopped immediately and the 

damage hast to be reported to the referee. 

7. Protective Gear 

Fencers must compete in sportswear suitable for fencing, covering the entire body with 

exception of the hands and head (no visible bare parts). Shoes must be sports shoes 

appropriate for the floor. Wearing jewelry, watches, etc. is prohibited. The inspection of 

the equipment and weapons is carried out by the responsible person appointed by the 

tournament management before the start of the tournament and by the referee(s) 

before the start of the competition. 

The personal protective equipment must consist of at least the following parts:  

7.1 Head protection - fencing mask with a stab resistance of at least 1600N (or 

equivalent fencing mask). FIE standard (level 2) is recommended. 

 

7.2 Throat Protection - The throat protection has to cover the entire larynx and be 

made of a hard, puncture-resistant material (e.g., plastic). If the throat guard is 

integrated into a helmet overlay, a separate throat guard is not needed. 
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7.3 Rear Head Protection / Helmet Overlay - The rear head protection should be 

specifically designed for historical fencing and should protect the back of the 

head as well as the neck. 

 

7.4 Upper Body Protection – The Upper body protection has to cover the upper 

body from the hips to the neck, and the arms from the neck to the wrists, front 

and back. It should be a fencing jacket explicitly designed for historical fencing 

and have a puncture resistance of at least 350N. 

 

7.5 Leg Protection - Protectors that provide adequate protection of the shins 

(above the ankles) to the knee, as well as appropriate knee protection have to 

be included. Thigh protection is recommended (e.g., fencing pants with ≥800N 

puncture resistance). 

 

7.6 Hand Protection - Gloves must be made of a strong, suitable material and be 

specially reinforced on the back of the hand, fingers and thumb (a hard 

material is recommended). Further, they must have reinforced cuffs that 

protect the entire wrist. 

 

7.7 Groin protectors - For men and women, groin protectors commonly used in 

fencing or martial arts are required. 

 

7.8 Chest protectors - For men and women, chest protectors commonly used in 

fencing are strongly recommended, but not required. 

 

7.9 Forearm and Elbow Protection - The elbow must be protected by a hard plastic 

guard. 

 

7.10 It is permitted to wear additional personal protective equipment (such as back 

protectors, mouth or teeth guards, etc.) or protective applications. 

 

7.11 Metal armour parts are explicitly not allowed. 

8. Liability 

8.1 All competitors must sign a declaration before the start of the competition to 

confirm legal age, physical fitness and prior information from the organizer 

regarding the disclaimer. 

9. Responsibilities 

9.1 The referee checks the equipment of both competitors before the first round. 

 

9.2 The referee is responsible for the smooth running of the fight. He is also 

responsible for the awarding of points. 

 

9.3 The line judge supports the referee in the scoring / in judgments / rule violations, 

etc. 

 

9.4 The timekeeper is responsible for the duration of the fight in relation to the time 

limit. 
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9.5 The fighters are responsible for all their actions and the safety of their opponent 

/ the referees. 

10. Rules / guidelines for hits 

10.1 The fights are scored by a referee and one or two side judges.  

 

10.2 In general, only clear and solid blows, stabs and cuts are counted and scored. 

After each hit, the bout is stopped immediately and any hits scored. At the end 

of the round, the points are totalled and disclosed to the competitors.  

 

10.3 Attacks are only allowed with the weapon (except straight front kick to the 

chest). Points are awarded for hits with the weapon to the limbs, head or torso. 

10 points lead to an early victory, otherwise the score after the end of the fight 

decides. 

 

10.4 Scoring and allocation of point 

a. Hit on the head - 2 points 

b. Loss of the weapon - 3 points 

c. Body hit stab - 2 points 

d. Body hit blow and cut - 1 point 

e. Hits on hands, arms and legs - 1 point 

f. Hit with the Pommel in the fencing mask - 1 point 

g. Straight front kick in the upper body - 1 point 

h. Dominance in wrestling, taking to the ground, fixing / controlling, opponent 

crossing the outside line - 1 point. 

 

10.5 Penalty system 

a. Turning away from the opponent 2 times: formal warning (criteria turning 

away: Back shows to the opponent / fighter could not parry an attack of 

the opponent with the weapon). 

b. 1. unsportsmanlike conduct / 2. admonition: formal warning 

c. 2. unsportsmanlike conduct: Fight ends, in favour of the opponent 

d. 3. unsportsmanlike conduct: Exclusion from the tournament 

e. Heavy unsportsmanlike conduct: Exclusion from the tournament 

 

10.6 Clear hit: Only a clear hit is counted, which is not followed by an immediate 

(executed in the same fencing time) valid hit of the opponent. 

 

10.7 Double Hit: If both opponents hit at the same time, regardless of the hit zone, no 

hit is counted. 

 

10.8 After Blow: The After Blow, means a given hit after a hit received, is not 

counted. As described above, only the first hit counts, even if an After Blow 

would score a hit of a higher score. An After Blow is considered to be a blow 

that is made immediately, i.e. within the same "fencing time", as the hit 

received, and hits. If the After Blow occurs within valid fencing time, it is scored 

as a double hit. After Blows and double hits can therefore be considered equal. 

 

10.9 Minus points: Double hits and After Blows are counted separately. Each double 

hit / after blow earns the fighter one minus point.  
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These do not decide on victory or defeat, but affect the point difference at the 

end of the pool phase and possibly decide on advancement. In the elimination 

phase no more minus points are counted. 

 

10.10 If the referee does not recognize a clear hit, there will be no scoring. The 

referee can announce this with the command "No Point!". The referees are 

strongly requested to count only clear, obvious hits. 

 

10.11 Courtesy and respect are expected from all competitors. Referee decisions are 

not negotiable. Should any contestant wish to complain about points during 

the match, an appropriate reprimand will be issued as unsportsmanlike 

conduct. 

 

10.12 Fighters are allowed and expressly expected to declare hits scored by the 

opponent and not noticed by the referee. 

 

10.13 Trapping, parrying, blocking and holding the weapon/arm are allowed.  

 

10.14 In order to signal competition abandonment or to end the fight due to injuries, 

problems with equipment, etc., the competitor has to raise both arms and 

actively distance himself from the opponent. He must’nt turn his back to the 

opponent. If raising both of the arms is not possible, he shall signal surrender 

with one arm and the call "Surrender!". 

 

10.15 In case of unsportsmanlike conduct, the referee shall stop the bout, issue a 

warning against the offender and/or inform the other judges of the deduction 

of points. 

 

10.16 Two warnings will result in a formal warning. 

 

10.17 Two formal warnings lead to the end of the respective bout - opponent wins. 

 

10.18 Three formal warnings lead to disqualification - The formal warnings of all fights 

are accumulated. 

 

10.19 Reasons for disqualification are: Unsportsmanlike as well as overly aggressive 

behaviour, strikes with the unarmed hand, any kind of kicking except the 

straight front kick against the chest, as well as to hard take-downs. Herefore, 

read more in the sections 11 and 12. 

11. Valid hits 

Hit zones is the whole body except from the back, the genital area, the ankle and feet of 

the fencers. The definitions of valid hits are considered as guidelines for the fencers and 

judges. The following valid hits are defined: 

11.1 Cutting with the edge (slash). If a fencer succeeds in hitting the opponent with 

a blow with the cutting edge, this counts as a hit. To be counted as valid, the 

following guidelines apply: The weapon has to hit the opponent with the edge 

and the blade face must be in the plane of the blow. If the blade hits the 

opponent with the flat / flat-side, the hit is invalid. 
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11.2 Stab with the point (stab). If a fencer succeeds in hitting the opponent with a 

thrust with the tip of the weapon, this counts as a thrust with the point and as a 

hit. To be counted as valid, the following guidelines apply: The blade has to 

visibly deflect or slide off the mask, respectively the thrust has to have a clear 

effect on the opponent's body (bring out of balance / stop movement). 

 

11.3 Cutting with the edge (cut). If a fencer succeeds in drawing the edge of his 

weapon over a hit zone of the opponent and thereby exerting pressure, this 

counts as a cut with the edge and as a hit. To be counted as a valid hit, one of 

the following guidelines has to be met: The blade has to be applied to the 

target with one edge in the direction of pressure and has to be recognizably 

drawn along the hit zone (approximately 30cm). The blade has to be applied 

to the target with an edge in the direction of pressure and the pressure must 

visibly destabilize the opponent. 

 

11.4 Wrestling. If wrestling occurs within a bout, the fencers have 10 seconds to 

achieve recognizable dominance, otherwise the bout is interrupted without 

scoring. The bout will be stopped immediately if a fencer is endangered or 

suspected of being endangered. The fencers are urged to take into account 

the special risk that comes from wrestling. Uncontrolled throws / take downs, 

self throws, levers against the direction of the joint, choking techniques, etc. are 

expressly forbidden. Wrestling is only allowed if both fighters explicitly agree. 

 

11.5 Take down. If a fencer succeeds in pushing his opponent to the ground, etc., 

while remaining in standing position himself with the weapon in his hand or 

standing stable again in front of his opponent, this counts as a hit - unless the 

opponent can roll off and immediately stand up again ready to fight or defend 

himself. 

 

11.6 Foot Kicks. The straight front kick to the upper body is allowed. All other kicks 

are prohibited. 

 

11.7 Fixing / Blocking. If a fencer succeeds in rendering the opponent incapable of 

action by a hold, whereby the opponent cannot free himself from this hold, this 

counts as a hit. The hold must be dominant and recognizable as an intended 

action. By tapping, a fencer can give up at any time. 

 

11.8 Overstepping the outer line. If the fighter has stepped over the outer line with 

both feet or two limbs and has thus left the fighting area, it will be counted as 

stepping over. The outer line itself is part of the fencing ground. If a fencer 

actively or passively crosses the outer line, the bout is interrupted and a hit is 

awarded to the opponent. 

 

11.9 Loss of main weapon or disarming. If a fencer loses his weapon, either due to 

an opponent's (disarming) technique or due to clumsiness, while the opponent 

is still holding his, this counts as a hit for the opponent. Fencers are allowed to 

intentionally and independently let go their own weapon if this is done in 

wrestling. This does not count as disarming and therefore does not result in a 

point for the opponent / interruption of the bout. If the fighter loses his weapon 

as noted above due to a disarm / clumsiness, the opponent will be awarded a 

point and the bout will be stopped immediately.  
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Intentional throwing of the weapon is expressly forbidden and will result in a 

warning / termination of the bout in favour of the opponent. The weapon must 

be kept under control at all times. If the weapon is dropped in the course of the 

wrestling match, the fencer who owns the weapon is responsible for ensuring 

that the weapon does not damage the floor or furniture or injure the opponent 

(ex. throwing / falling on the weapon lying on the floor). 

 

11.10 Pommel strike against the fencing mask. A pommel strike against the fencing 

mask is permitted in "Krieg" / "wrestling". However, the pommel strike must not 

be executed with great force - a mere hint of the pommel strike is not sufficient 

for the awarding of points. 

 

11.11 Grab the blade. For some actions it may be necessary / helpful to grab the 

blade of the opponent. This is explicitly allowed as long as the opponent's 

blade is not in motion. If a fighter grabs the opponent's blade that is stationary 

and not in motion, and the opponent can then immediately make a cut into 

the hand / body of the blade-holding fighter by pulling or pushing the blade, 

the point goes to the opponent. 

 

11.12 One-handed wielding of the longsword. It is expressly permitted to wield the 

fencing feder one-handed. All permitted two-handed techniques may also be 

performed one-handed. There is no limit for one-handed techniques. The only 

criterion is that the weapon has to be controlled by the wearer at all times, 

regardless of whether it is held one-handed or two-handed. 

 

12. Prohibited actions 

For safety reasons, the following actions are prohibited. These actions are considered 

unsportsmanlike conduct and, depending on severity/repetition, will result in a warning, 

formal warning or expulsion from the tournament. The fighters have to refrain from 

everything that represents unsportsmanlike conduct or a deliberate endangerment of 

the opponent. 

12.1 Kicks with the foot, lower leg, knee against joints. 

12.2 Leg sweeps and self-fall throws. 

12.3 Blows with the fist, hand, edge of the hand or the forearm or elbow. 

12.4 Pommel strikes that are too hard / pommel strikes against any part of the body 

other than the head / strike zone other than the fencing mask. 

12.5 Blows with the parry bar (murder blow). 

12.6 Uncontrolled pushing and shoving your opponent. 

12.7 Blows to the back of the head and neck, blows to the genital area. 

12.8 Hard blows with the sword on hands and back. Too hard blows in general. 

12.9 Lever techniques against joints (except levers for disarming). 

12.10 Throwing the weapon to hit the opponent with it, or for any other reason. 
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13. Referee Gestures 

 

START 

The referee stands in a forward stance and 

extends his arms sideways, palms facing the 

competitors. At "Fight" he turns his palms 

inward and quickly brings them together while 

taking a step backwards. 

 

 

STOP 

Interruption or termination of the fight. With the 

command, the referee makes a downward 

movement with his hand. 

 

 

1 point «RED» / «BLUE» 

The referee extends his arm 45 degrees down 

towards the scoring contestant. 
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2 POINTS «RED» / «BLUE» 

The referee extends his arm at shoulder level 

towards the scoring contestant. 

 

3 POINTS «RED» / «BLUE» 

The referee extends his arm 45 degrees up 

towards the scoring contestant. 

 

 

CONTACT 

The referee indicates to the referees that an 

excessive contact or Category 1 offense has 

occurred. 
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LEAVE AREA 

The referee indicates exit from the 

competition area by pointing his index finger 

to the edge of the competition area to the 

side of the relevant competitor. 

 

 

DRAW 

In the event of a tie, the referee will cross his 

arms and open them again, the back sides of 

his hands pointing down. 

 

 

VICTORY «RED» / «BLUE» 

At the end of a bout, the referee pronounces 

WIN and the colour (red or blue) and extend 

his arm 45 degrees upwards towards the 

winning contestant. 
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14. list of sources 

• DDHF - Framework rules, version 4.0, edition of 11.01.2019, Thomas Bögle, 

Deutscher Dachverband historischer Fenchter 

 

• WKFC - SAMICS competition rules, version 0.6, edition of 17.01.2018, Marco 

Schnyder, 2protect AG, Zurich 

 

• Sabre fencing - Dussack rules Chlausturnier, version 5 / 2020 

15. appendices 

Appendix 1: Reasons for admonition / formal warning / disqualification 

• Disobeying an order of the referee – formal warning - disqualification 

• Unsportsmanlike conduct - warning - reprimand - disqualification 

• Improper behaviour towards the referee – formal warning - disqualification 

• Discussion about the awarding of points – formal warning - disqualification 

• Intentional endangerment of the opponent - disqualification 

• Excessive harshness in the fight – formal warning - disqualification 

• Violation of penal code (assault, threats, insults) - disqualification 

• 2 warnings lead to a formal warning / 2 formal warnings lead to the termination of 

the fight / 3 formal warnings lead to disqualification 

 

 

 

  


